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Abstract

Computer animations and simulaticns are usually cxcellent tocls for education.
Technology is becoming increasingly significant in toclay's classroom and has been integratccl in
a variety of ways; however, computer animations ancl interactive simulations arc becoming the
most common. This study explored thc efficacy of computer simulation and animation
modules especially designecl for the students lcarning physics at undergraduate level.
Understanding of physics concepts requircs a sound knowledge of mathematics and thus, in
order to help the students visualize the various mathcmatical conccpts, the use of computers
has bcen attempted and thc students are made to interact with series of computer simulation
programs to imbibe the difficult concepts related to mathematics. Thesc modules are
designed and devcloped with a spccial focus on the usc of mathcmatics in understanding the
core concepts in physics. A quasi-experimental investigation method, along certain quantum
mechanical tools as developed by Physics Education Group, Maryland University, Maryland,
has becn employed to study the impact of use of computer simulation ancl animation modules
to bring about the effeltive learning. The Student's conceg[ualization of mathematics
(including misconceptiohdilif any) are gathered as the inputs,?to for* a database of the
student's models and this database has been used to analyze the effectiveness of the
computer simulation modules especially designed to study mathematics needed to
comprehend the concepts in physics.

lntroduction

Mathematics is considered to be more than a subject and is conceived as a key for
solving the problems. One of the main objectives of teaching and learning Mathematics is to
prepare students for practical life. Students can develop their knowledge, skills; logical and
analytical thinking while learning Mathematics and all these can lcad them for enhancing their
curiosity and to develop their ability to solve problems in almost all fields of life. Further, the
language of physics is mathematics. ln order to study physics seriously, one needs to learn
mathematics at conceptual level. A completc understanding of the concepts in physics
requires fluency in the mathematical language in which these concepts are embedded-
However, since the topics in mathematics are taught by the teachcrs of mathematics under
separate mathematics heading, the subject is covered with the emphases on symbolic
manipulations with the objectives of enhancing the skills requiring simplifications through well
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defined procedures' For example, the topics on complex number covered by the mathematics

:T::i:::::::j":i:ilry!:ions demanding simpiification of assorted and typicar probremswithout understanding the need of comptex numbers ,. ,,rrr,.r. 
" 

o'r In" #;::':1:il;lJl:;learning of Algebra, learners should have a conceptuat understanding about the use of thesymbols and the context in which it is used. ln other words, they should know the situation inwhich the algebraic statements are made. Foster (zoo7)highrighted that, ,,when we memorizerules for moving sy.mbols around on paper we may be rearning something but we are notlearning Mathematics" Moreover, the use of symbols without an undeistanding cannotdevelop student's retational understanding of Atgebra. Foster (2007) also argued that ifstudents are' taught abstract ideas without meaning, this might not develop theirunderstanding.

Significance of the study

student learning in Physics, in general, is a very complex process because of theabstract nature of many scientific concepts and their representation bymathematics' However, mathematics is an indispensablc tool in the study of physics. Masteryof certain mathematical techniques is a prerequisite for the learning of advanced level physics.
To a student of Physics, a course on mathematical methods in ptrysics is absolutely necessaryas most of the physics concept necessitate a sound mathematic base. . lt becomes sometimesimpossible to explain the beauty of the laws/concepts of physics in a way that students canfeel' without their having a deep understanding of mathematics. tt should be brought to thenotice of the students that mathematics is not lust another language but it is a tanguage plusreasoning; it is like a language plus togic.

Particularly in physics, where most phenomena are expressed in the language ofmathematics' an in-depth knowledge of certain concepts in mathematics are extremely vital tounderstanding the phenomena. rhe students' conceptual understanding of complex numbers,vectors calculus, vector arithmetic etc are relevant in physics contexts. As an exampte,students enrolled in the traditional differential equations class learn to become proficient insymbolic calculations and show tittle understanding of the basic concepts involved. The course,in general' exclusivety deals with the derivation of iormuras for the soiutions to different typesof differential equations and the students become proficient at the procedurar aspect invorvedin problem solving with a tittle emphasis on th;;;i;;ir"o,"e of basic concepts in the contextof Physics' For example, when we formulate the differential equation and find its solution,students don't reatiz: that, ultimately, by solving the differential equation, we arrive at theoriginal function of which the differeniial equation is formed and this solution (function) givesthe account of the behaviour of the system under investigation. tt is, therefore, felt necessaryto understand difficutties encountered by the students in irastering the required mathematicalconcepts and then accordingly present the topic in much simpler way, with the hetp ofcomputer as a learning toot. This research project, therefore, sought to explore studentlearning in physics in an attempt to develop a more inclusive ancl broad understanding of theconcepts of physics embedded in mathematicat forms.
Use of technology in education

An abstract nature of mathematics sometimes intimidates the studerrts and as a resultthe students stowty drift away from learning the mathematics. Thus, it becomes the additionaljob of the teachers to creatc and maintain the intercst amongst the studcnt so that studentstake mathematics with ease and eagerness. The use of murtimedia learning environments mayoffer ways to combat this probtern-of boredom leading to tosing interest by the students in
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mathematics (Mayer, 2OO1). Also, it is possible to go a step further and attempt the use of

computer animation and simulation programs which not only remove the monotony of

mathematics teaching but also provide a different environment and the platform for the

students to flourish in conceptual part of mathematics. lt will provide the learning

environments in which information presentation can be accomplished by using the

representational formats other than textual, for example, the pictorial design, animation,

three dimensional images, dynamic visualizations etc. which may be processed by the different

sensory channels (auditory and visual).

Ncw iechnologies and scientific developments always bring alrout changes in the

functions and nature of many fields and education cannot be an cxception to that. The

revolutionary developments in media and communication technologies (intcrnet, lnformation

and Communication Tcchnologies (lCT) as the examples) are significant contributing factors

whcn vyc think of cnhancing thc quality of cducation to bc renderecl to pupils. Effective

exploitation of these changes rcquires adequate attention to understanding the technology so

tSat it can be used in the effective way to facilitate the learning. The cnhanced graphic

capabilities of today's computers allow for cxcellent pictorial reprcsentation of the

information, full animaticn, realistic three-dimensional images, creation of friendly

cnvironment with special attention to interactivity ctc. According to Bork (1981), the major

advantage the use computers in education offers is thc interactivity. The computer allows

every student to play an active role in the learning proccss, in contrast to the passive role of

lecturc and textbook formats. The student is no longer a spectator, but is an active participant

in the learning process. Hence use of computer, muttimeciia, animation and simulation in

teaching-learning proccss surcly helps provided the role of teacher in this new scenario is

properly understood and framed accordingly.

Prior knowledge and misconceptions

The most important but least focused area which deserves a special attention is the

prior l<nowledge that students bring in the class. Physics education research group, University

of Maryland, seeks to study how students come to understand physics. When teachers

provide instruction on concepts in various subjects, they are teaching students who already

have some pre-instructional knowledge about the topic. Student knowledge, however, can be

erroneous, illogical or misinformed. These erroneous understandings are termed alternative

conceptions or misconceptions (or intuitive theories) as these understandings don't fit into the

scientific perceptive (J. Clement, 1982). Some researchers in the field of cognitive science

believe that students' conceptions are not very systematic at all; rather, they are composed of

fragments of knowledge, which are fabricated together to form explanations when the need

arises (disessa A, 1998).

The misconceptions prevailing in the minds of students at the time of discourse can

greatly impede learning for most important reasons that the students generally are unawale

that the knowledge they have is erroneous. Thus, any new concept based on the prir
knowledge which is not correct and also not in line with the current concept under studl

would definitely be conflicting to bring about the perplexity. Further, these misconceptions are

so strong that the normal dialogue with the student is barely sufficient to remove thesl

misconceptions. As a result, new experiences are interpreted through these erroneu6

understandings, thereby interfering with corrcct pattern of the new understanding which B

sought. This entangles teachers in the very challenging positiort of needing to bring abd
significant conceptuil change in student knowledge. Generally, ordinary forms of instructiL

such as lectures, laboratory work, discovery learning, or simply reading texts, are not rreiil
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successfulat overcoming student misconceptions. For allthese reasons, misconceptions can be

hard nuts for teachers to crack. However, several instructional strategies have been found to

be effective in achieving conceptual change and helping students leave their alternative

conceptions behind and learn correct concepts or theories'

Mentalmodel

A mental model is a person's conceptualization, or personal theory, of some domain or

environment. ln cognitive science research, many theories have been developed to model a

conceptual learninj process. Mental model is a term used by many researchers in cognitive

science & physics Education Research often with different meaning' The Instructional design

theory starts from'the basic assumption that learning results in the organizing of memory into

structures. The mental models are constructed from procedures provided by schema. Mental

model theory can be viewed as an atternpt to model and exptain human understanding of

objects and phenomenon. Mental models are frequently pictorial or image-like structures

rather than symbolic and representational. A mental model is a person's conceptualization, or

personal theory, of some domain or environment. Mental models serve as both explanatory

and predictive tools as we interact in a complex environment. Students create mental models

to help themselves understancl and solve probtems in domains of physics and other subjects

too.

It is possible to collect data using Student's conceptualization of rnathematics (including

misconceptions, if any) as an input, and processes it further to create instructional package

which will include dialoguo on the various models of students understanding of the

mathematics. The computer simulation package to be developed will thus include the actual

visualization of mathematical concepts. Whilc interacting with the computer simulation

package, students will bc able to change ccrtain paramcters and then study mathcmatical

problems with greater understanding.

Physicalmodels

While assessing the students' performance, on the basis of the marks obtained in the

examination, we tend to discarcl the wrong answers completely. However, the wrong answers

given by the students, if analysed properly, gives us the large arnount of valueable information,

on the basis of which we can improve performance of the students. One way to judge and

analyse the wrong answers, which sometimes appear in terms of misconceptions, is to

consciously develop the Mutiple Choice Single Response (MCSR) conceptual questions based

on the topic undertaken for study. The MCSR is to be so developed that it incorporates thrce

states as the student's response, namely correct (or expert) state, misconception state and null

state. A student will enter only one state based cn his/her previous l<nowledge.

tn order to make the analysis of the responses of the students to the multiple choice questions

we define a set of three physicalmodels:

i. The correct or expert modet. Here a student enters the correct answer to the question.

ii. The misconception model. lt is likely that a student has certain misconception about the

concept underlined in the question. ln such a case, the studcnt cnters this model. The

term misconception is used to mean a knowledge structure that is activated in a wide

variety of contexts, which is stable ancl resistant to change, and is in disagreement with

accepted scientific knowledge. Thus, misconceptions are strongly held stable cognitive

structures that differ from expert conceptions. Misconccptions fundamentally cffect

student understanping tf science and must be overcomc.for students to achieve expert

understanding. Fdr the instructor, to simply transfer information is inadequate.
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Misconceptions must be overcome before expert opinion is framed and accepted by the
student.

iii. Null model. This model is triggered when the students have irrelevant ideas about the
physical concept.

Further, the composition of the questions is made by taking into account the Bloom's
Taxonomy as a guideline. The equivalence in terms of difficulty level has been maintained for
the questions framed for pre-test and post-test papers. The post-test was administered to the
students of control group and experimental group separately at the end of the respective
sessions. Using a set of questions so designed to probe a single concept, we can measure the
probability for a single student to activate the different common models in response to these
questions. We can use these probabilities to represent the student model state. Thus, a

student's model state can be represented by a specific configuration of the probabilities for
using different common models in a given set of situations related to a particular concept.

Student model state
For a single student, solving a set of problem related to a single physics concept

domain, there are usually two different situation
L. The student can usc on the physical mcclcl & be ccnsistencc in using it in solving all

questions. The mcdcl can be either thc cxperi model cr another physical model ( eg. An

incorrect student mcdel.)
2. The student can hold clifferent physical mcdels, at the same time and be inconsistent in

using them, i.e., the student can use one of the physical moCcls on same question and
use another modcl on another question, even though all questions are rclated to a
singlc concept domain and thc questions arc sccn as equivalent by cxpcrts,

Then, the differcnt situations of studcnt using their models arc dcscribcd with diffcrent
students' model state. The first casc corresponds to a consistent model statc and the
second case is considered as a mixed model state.

Formation of density matrix
The density matrix of the data to be analysed is found out. ln crder to find the density matrir
following steps can be adopted:

L. Firstly, an individual student model state is obtained from the data (responses entered
by a student in 15 grestions). From the student model stal&, a student model responte
matrix of each student is formed. This matrix is a row matrix.

2. From the student response vector, the student model vector is obtained by taking tf:
square-root of the elemcnts of the normalized mode respcnse vector.

3. Then a single student model density matrix is constructed.
4. From a single student model density matrix, a class density nratrix is obtained.

From the density matrix, eigenvalue matrix & the eigenvector matrix are evaluated usiq
MATLAB software. The eigenvector corresponding to largest value of eigenvalue can be usd
for further analysis. Detailed mathematics analysis of forming the density matrix, eigenvaltg,
eigen vector decompositions are not dealt with here for the lack of space.

Data collection : ln order to achieve an objective of testing the intersctive compuEt
simulation module on Complex numbers forthe undergraduate students, a class of S.Y.Bsc.

(Physics, Electronics and Computer science) students from three diffcrent colleges m
selected. The complex number topic is cover for these students during the first term.
Pre test: ln total 126 students from three different colleges from Nashik district participated -
the pre-tests.
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control group: out of These 126 students, 58 students are taken for control group through a

random selection. To these 5g students detailed notes are given and after these students

studied theses note, a post test was held for these students.

Experimental group: Out of the remaining 58 students selected for the experimental group, 56

students actually turned up to work on the computer. All these students individually worked

on the interactive computer simulation module on Complex numbers for about one and half

hours. These students showed enormous interest in the interactive computer simulation

module on Complex numbers. After few days these students are again asked to assemble and

the post test was conducted for these students'

Composition of the Question PaPer:

As stated earlier, the pre test mainly consist of 4 open ended questions, 12 question on

classification 6 true or false question 9 questions on valid and invalid physical situations and

the remaining 15 questions are multiple choice single response questions. Each multiple

choice single response question has five choices out of 5 choices, one is the correct answer &

remaining 4 are distracters The distracter contains misconception and null models in varied

proportions. The correct choice is represented by Expert model. The distracters main consists

of the Misconception model& Null model.

Further the questions are framed by taking into account

that the same difficulty level is maintained for pre-test
the Bloom's TaxonomY as a guide so

and post-test questions. The entire

question paper is set as Per t

KNOWLEDGE

COMPREHENSION

APPTICATION

ANATYSIS

SYNTHESIS

z 4O%

LO%{40-49} pass

: 10 % (50-59) ttnd class

: 15 % 160-741 I't class

25 o/o 175-tA0) Distinction

Table 1 : Formation of question paper

Result and Conclusions

One way to bring about the meaning full learning is by the way of reducing the established

misconceptions residing in the minds of the students. This study observed students from three

different colleges undergoing instructions through interactive computer animation and

simulation modules performing well because of their considerable diminishing of

misconception model. The most of the students fell into the category of misconception model

before going through interactive computer simulation module and after going through the

modules, students show considerably high progress and thus, this shows that if a interactive

computer simulation module is designed by taking deliberate effort, the learning becomes

effective. ln addition, the interaction of digital learning materials allows students to learn

through intuitive and trail-and-error methods and to repeatedly attempt to establish concept

and models contained within course content. Therefore students are likely to obtain greater

learning achievement.
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Table 2 : Analysis of students' data

From the Table 2 we observe that, the ;:rimary mocrcl state of the control group (cG)undergoing thc traditional ctass indicates a mixecl model state, which shows that moststudents in the class are still inconsistent in using thcir models. on the other hand, the modelstate of the cxperimcntal group (EG), which is cxposed to the computer simulation module,indicates that most students use the correct moclel rather consistently. Thus, in nutshell, it canbc stated with affirmation that the computer animation/simulation mcdules developed byinvestigator is more effectivc, particularly, in helping low achievcrs who tend to work with lowpace than the others in the same class.
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